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A Different Kind of Hobby…Want something fun to do during the summer? 

Get your camera and start taking pictures of bird houses around you. 

Even if you are not the best photographer around, you can come up with 

some good shots to compile into an album that you can be proud of. If you 

check out some works of photo journalist, you will come upon some pictures 

of bird and bird houses. The fact that they can elusive and will take patience 

and time to take is what makes it challenging. 

Not everybody can get up close and personal with bird and bird houses. And 

those who did are really worth admiring. With the popularity of digital 

camera comes the ability to shoot great pictures far and near. 

Pictures are oftentimes clearer and have that “ large-than-life” feel in them. 

In addition, the many features that is available in digital cameras bird house 

picture taking more enjoyable. You can make use of different colors, styles 

and angles depending on what best suit your tastes. Before taking that shot, 

you need to keep in mind that birds are very shy. They fly away at the 

slightest sound and will definitely not be thrilled at the attention you bestow 

on them. 

This is why you have to plan out your move first so that you will achieve that 

shot that people love. On a clear sunny day, you can start by looking over 

the landscape for locations that bird houses might be into. It should be worth

your while going from one tree to another to look for hidden bird houses that

cannot be seen from a distance. 
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Not only will your adventure give you the time to relax and enjoy nature, it 

will also give you the chance of creating an album unlike any other. It would 

be your very own bird album with different pictures of bird and their houses 

that you have scoured around your area. If you are living in a community 

where people takes pride in building their own bird houses, then taking 

pictures would not be a daunting task for you. All you have to do is ask 

permission from the owners to have their bird house pictured. When all the 

pictures have been compiled, you can present them in your local community 

hall for an exhibition. For sure, owners would be delighted to have their bird 

houses viewed by everyone within the community and out of it. 

Picturing bird houses can be an enjoyable hobby that can stand out from the 

rest. This can be your option if you are already tired of having persons or 

landscapes as subject. People who will view your pictures will be awed by the

effort you have put up in capturing the bird house. You do not have to go far 

just to get the pictures you wanted. 

Some of them may be just within your backyard. Take the time to do a little 

survey of the area around you to see if there are bird houses in there that 

you have not seen before. If you find that you have more available time, you 

can actually create your own bird houses. 

When birds start flocking your creation, that is the best time to get your 

camera out and start taking pictures you can be proud of. 
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